
The elemenTs 
that Make Great LoGos

together emits balance and calm.

says creative, imaginative and wise.

evokes trust, dependability and strength.

represents peace, health and growth.

brings optimism, clarity and warmth.

communicates friendly, cheerful and 
confident.

stands out as exciting, bold and youthful.

a GreaT loGo
hoW to Get

(and deliver one to your customer)
Often when we hear about the concept of “the brand” in the 
business press, the focus tends to be on huge companies. But the 
reality is that small businesses are the backbone of the United 
States economy and deserve great logos.

Not everyone who runs a business has a 
knack for design. Just as you would take 
your Cadillac or work truck into a skilled 
mechanic to get a tune-up or repair, it 
makes sense for businesses to seek out 
professional resources to bring their 
visions to life.

While some websites based outside the U.S. offer cheap and 
quick logos, there have been reports that often an inexpensive 
logo means a pirated one. This can be bad news even for small 
companies. For instance, a Kansas dry cleaner got in trouble 
for a logo which resembled that of a fast food chain.

Clothing and 
apparel brands 
often use darker 
and earthier 
shades such as 
brown and black

Restaurants and 
businesses in the 
food sector often 
use yellow and red 
(think McDonald’s, 
Applebee’s and most 
pizza chains)

Airlines such as United 
Airlines aims for 
dependability with dark 
blue, while Lufthansa 
brightens up its name with 
a yellow cheerful logo and 
British Airways deploys the 
color red for warmth

Technology and 
energy companies 
feature blue, 
purple and green

Some companies prefer to let the names 
of their companies stand out in letters, 
while others opt for emblem-style logos 
with the shapes relevant to something 
about their businesses.
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The 7 DifferenT 
Types of Logos
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straight edged logo shapes such as 
squares and triangles suggest stability

triangles can also suggest power and 
action

different lines can depict tranquility or 
strength, depending how such design 
elements are incorporated

circles, ovals and ellipses tend to 
project a positive emotional message 
and can paint the picture of community, 
friendship, love, relationships and related 
sentiments

The way humans perceive shapes has 
much to do with how effective and 
noticeable logos are.
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Color plays a big role in the factors that 
make logos speak to target audiences.
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of brands use only 
one or two colors

Almost one-third 
use blue

use red

use some shade 
of black or 
grayscale

Across industries, 
there are some 
interesting color 
trends:

95 percent

1/3

29 percent

28 percent

Within different 
sectors, there 
are also some 
relevant trends:

Businesses should be using their logos to help establish and maintain brand consistency.

greaT Logos 
shouLD geT 

arounD
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Business cards 
and letterhead

Signage on 
front doors and 
throughout 
places of 
business

Promotional 
products

Social media 

YOUR SUCCESS. THAT’S THE WHOLE IDEA!
www.ideacustom.com | marketing@ideacustom.com | 847-930-3209

Every year Idea Custom Solutions helps SMBs harness the power of color and creativity to re-brand or launch new logos. 
Rather than do-it-yourself, templates or software driven outputs, we offer an agency-quality service, from a dedicated 
professional team, at a price any company can afford!
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